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UNIQUE AND OFTEN OVERLOOKED ISSUES
AND LIMITATIONS
ON DOING BUSINESS IN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISING

I. INTRODUCTION

Regulatory surprises when franchising internationally can take many shapes and forms. While some of these surprises can be found in a country’s franchise law, just as often the source of an unanticipated legal consideration can be found in that nation’s commercial agency law, distribution law, anti-trust (or “competition”) law, intellectual property law, or in the laws generally applicable to all in-bound investments.

These laws can have an impact at any stage of the franchise relationship lifecycle, whether that takes place: in the courting phase, the contracting phase, during the term of the relationship, or upon termination or expiration of the relationship.

The litany of issues that may arise presents an embarrassment of riches to the authors of a paper on international franchising. This paper does not attempt to cover them all, many of which have been covered in depth in previous papers and Forum publications. Instead, this paper is designed to serve as a warning or reminder of some of the “outliers” and to highlight some of the more unusual or surprising issues that a franchisor can encounter when franchising internationally.

We have focused on unique issues that are likely to impact the majority of franchisors. But note, this paper does not address issues specific to some industry sectors (such as automotive) or some structures used for franchising (such as joint ventures), which commonly face additional regulation. As such, the need to engage experienced local counsel to help navigate through the myriad issues cannot be overstated.

II. REGULATIONS APPLYING UPFRONT

A. Preliminary due diligence: Can we dance?

In today’s legal environment, franchisors must perform due diligence to understand the unique legal challenges facing a business entering into a new territory. Due diligence traditionally covers fundamental issues relating to conducting business in-country, such as the ability to market the franchisor’s products or services and use its brand, the impact of local franchise and other laws on the content and scope of the franchise offering, any barrier to enforcing the franchise agreement or to protecting its brand and (last but by no means least) any impediment to the franchisor getting paid. A summary of some of the fundamental questions a franchisor should ask before it commits resources to a possible franchise deal internationally is included as Attachment A to this paper.

It is equally important to understand the identity, background and relationships of the party with whom the franchisor is proposing to do business. Questions, such as who owns the prospective franchisee and who the prospective franchisee is related to, can be critical to understanding not only whether anti-corruption laws and sanctions regimes may impact the potential relationship, but also whether the franchisor itself may be in breach of such laws.
Moreover, the growth of these laws demands that companies conduct a basic level of due diligence. This topic is dealt with in more detail in section II.E below.

B. Is the location "franchisable"?

Once the due diligence has confirmed that the country permits franchising, a franchisor’s sales team, more often than not, runs into the market to grow the brand. However, that may not be the only step required to inquire about the viability of growth in that geographical area. In Indonesia, the Ministry of Industry\(^1\) regulates the places at which some franchised units may be operated (whether in a traditional market or in a modern shopping mall). Such a restrictive approach can originate from a government’s desire to protect smaller local enterprises; as you will see elsewhere in this paper, particularly with respect to Indonesia.

C. Do foreign investment laws impact franchising itself?

In addition to restrictions on ownership or control of a local entity or business (which primarily impact joint ventures), franchising into certain countries can encounter barriers or hurdles imposed through local foreign investment regulation. In non-joint venture franchising, the issue is most frequently encountered when a franchisor is considering its options following the termination of a franchisee and may wish to operate the business itself on an interim basis.

One example of this is in Indonesia, which imposes severe restrictions on activities in certain business sectors being undertaken by foreign entities.\(^2\) Foreign entities may not carry out retail businesses, except through large scale hypermarket businesses and the distribution sector is closed to foreign investors across all industry sectors.\(^3\)

Another example is the Malaysian\(^4\) Guidelines on Foreign Participation in the Distributive Trade Services,\(^5\) which require that all proposals for foreign involvement in distributive trade (including local franchising) must first be approved by the Committee on Distributive Trade of the Ministry of Domestic Trade, Co-operatives and Consumerism and prohibit foreign investment in certain sectors, such as supermarkets of less than 3,000m\(^2\), 24-hour convenience stores, bistros and jewelry shops. These approval obligations extend to

---

1. Government Regulation No. 42 of 2007 on Franchising, and its implementing regulation, Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, Minister of Trade Regulation No. 07/M-DAG/PER/2/2013 on Partnership Development in Franchise for Foods and Beverages Services Business Type, and Minister of Trade Regulation No. 68/M-DAG/PER/10/2012 on Franchise for Modern Store Business Type (Indon.).

2. Capital Investment Law No. 25, art. 12, 2007 (Indon.).

3. List of Business Fields Closed to Investment and Business Fields Open, with Conditions, to Investment, Presidential Reg. No. 36 of 2010, app. II (Indon.).


opening new units, relocating or expanding existing units or outlets, buying or taking over other operators’ outlets and purchasing land, premises or assets. The Committee requires all distributive trade companies with foreign equity, including franchisees, to appoint Bumiputera (native Malaysians) as directors, to formulate plans to assist Bumiputera participation and to hire personnel at all levels to reflect the racial composition of the Malaysian population. It should also be noted that the Guidelines require all local franchise businesses with foreign equity to be incorporated in Malaysia and that such companies must apply to the Distributive Trade Commission before obtaining approval from the Registrar of Franchises.

In Saudi Arabia, the foreign investment climate is improving but still contains some hazards. The Saudi Foreign Investment Law governs foreign investors looking to invest in Saudi Arabia. Under the new law and its related regulations, foreign investment (i.e., investment by nationals of states outside the GCC) is permitted across all sectors of the economy, save for those on the “negative list.” The “negative list” identifies fully restricted and partially restricted activities. Not surprisingly, the “negative list” specifically prohibits foreign investment in real estate located in the cities of Mecca and Medina and activities related to the Haj pilgrimage.

An option to purchase the assets of a franchisee can sometimes be problematic, even if the franchisor does not propose to itself conduct business in country but only wishes to secure the assets for a successor master franchisee. A good example of this is Vietnam, which does

---

6 ld. at 3.

7 The requirement for 30% equity for Bumiputera was removed in 2010 and now only applies to hypermarkets (5,000m² or more). ld. at 5.

8 Malaysian Guidelines at 3.

9 ld. at 18.

10 ld. at 21.


13 Saudi Arabia, 2013/2014 Discovering Business (Allurentis Ltd. 2013), http://www.allurentis.com/publications/saudi-arabia-2013. Fully restricted activities include oil exploration, oil production, manufacture of military equipment production of explosives, real estate brokerage services, real estate investments in Mecca and Medina, and Hajj pilgrimage. Partially restricted activities include wholesale, commercial agency and retail trade which may be licensed under special terms and subject to specific percentages of national participation and other policies or restrictions SAGIA establishes.

14 ld.
not allow a foreign business entity to sell goods locally, only to buy them for export on a limited basis, and also bans outright the export of products such as used consumer products or used IT products. The same Vietnamese law also bans a foreign business entity from conducting a wholesale or retail business in Vietnam and severely limits the opportunities of foreign-owned local entities to operate in the retail sector.

D. Experience may be required

In some cases, there may be pre-requisites to be fulfilled before a franchisor or its master franchisee is permitted to grant franchises in a particular country. This can prevent the business commencing in a country at all, and may also limit the local master franchisee’s ability to comply with an aggressive development schedule.

In China, the now-famous "2+1 rule" applies, which means that the franchisor "group" must have owned and have operated at least two units under the format and brand for at least one year before applying for the right to franchise in the PRC. This requirement can be satisfied with company-owned operations in China, the franchisor’s home country, or elsewhere in the world. There may be some flexibility around whether the experience needs to be that of the franchisor, its parent or an entity the franchisor controls, and whether it can include sister companies also controlled by the franchisor's parent entity. Of course the same rules also apply to the Chinese master franchisee. The franchisor's experience and satisfaction of the 2+1 rule does not extend to the local Chinese master franchisee. Therefore, a master franchisee must apply for permission to grant subfranchises in its own name; accordingly, the master franchisee must prove that it has operated two of its own "company-owned" (sometimes referred to as "direct-owned") units for one year each in order to be approved to grant subfranchises.

The Indonesian franchise law requires the franchisor to have been operating the particular franchised business for at least five years profitably. The Indonesian law also requires an in-country franchisor to operate and maintain at least one company-owned operation as a pre-condition for subfranchising.

In Malaysia, the Registrar of Franchises must register a franchise before that business can, in turn, operate or subfranchise. The Registrar has broad discretion to impose conditions

---

17 Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchise (promulgated by the State Council, Feb. 6, 2007, effective May 1, 2007), art. 7 (P.R.C.). In 2011, amendments to the Regulations were proposed; among other things, these changes would have included an important relaxation of the 2+1 rule for hotel companies. The proposed amendment would have permitted hotel companies to satisfy the 2+1 rule by demonstrating proof of two company-managed hotel properties for one year each, in place of having to prove compliance by company-owned hotel properties. However, that proposed revision was not adopted as part of the 2012 amendment to the Regulation.
18 Gov’t Reg. No. 42/2007, art. 3(b) (Indon.).
19 Gov’t Reg. No. 42/2007, art. 6(2) (Indon.).
on the registration.\textsuperscript{20} The current policy of the Malaysian franchise authorities is that a master franchisee must have been operating its "direct-owned" franchised businesses for at least three years before that master franchisee is permitted to appoint subfranchisees.\textsuperscript{21}

To establish a franchise system in Vietnam, the franchise must have been operating for at least one year, but, more problematically, the local Vietnamese master franchisee must have itself operated the franchise in Vietnam for at least one year before it can commence subfranchising.\textsuperscript{22}

These requirements that an in-country master franchisee should be experienced before subfranchising sound sensible in theory, but the obligation can create a practical barrier to appointing a substitute master franchisee to assume subfranchise agreements, if the master franchisee fails or is terminated.

Elsewhere, national franchise association codes of ethics or membership rules commonly require a franchisor to be "experienced" before they embark on franchising, but these will only apply to a foreign franchisor who elects to become a member.\textsuperscript{23}

E. Sanctions regimes and impact of “boycotts”

For decades, governments have issued restrictions regarding with whom and how their citizens can conduct business with citizens of other countries. Keeping up with the lists of myriad sanctions programs can be daunting. For example, the United Kingdom operates a number of financial sanctions programs based on actions taken by the United Nations, the European Union, or the UK itself because of human rights abuses, to exert political pressure or limit the funding of terrorists or terrorist acts. The U.K. Treasury list contains over 8,900 names of entities or individuals with whom U.K. parties are precluded from doing business.\textsuperscript{24} These

\textsuperscript{20} Franchise Act 1998 §§ 6, 7 and 8 (Malay.).

\textsuperscript{21} Franchise (Forms and Fees) Regs. 1999 Form 1: Disclosure Document Franchise System, para. 18.1 (Malay.). It will require audited accounts for the last 3 years before the master franchisee can be registered. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{22} Decree No. 35/2006/ND-CP, art. 5(1) (Vietnam).


lists are updated frequently and require companies to utilize tools to ensure ongoing compliance.

The United States also maintains a very robust sanctions program. The Office of Foreign Asset Control (OFAC), an agency within the U.S. Treasury Department, administers the various U.S. sanctions programs targeting individuals, entities and countries, as well as the Specially Designated Nationals List which prohibit U.S. parties from doing business with individuals and entities on the list. Currently, the U.S. has 26 sanction programs targeting specific countries (e.g., Burma, Cuba, Iran, and Syria), individuals (Former Liberian Regime of Charles Taylor Sanctions) and specific issues (Non-Proliferation Sanctions). Most recently, the U.S. government issued targeted sanctions (Sectoral Sanctions) in response to Russia’s purported annexation of Crimea and other political upheaval in the Ukraine.

Complying with these sanction and boycott regimes is further complicated when programs of different countries clash, leaving companies in a proverbial “Catch 22.” This is particularly evident as it relates to U.S. companies trying to manage with the U.S. Cuban Asset Control Regulations and laws, as well as U.S. laws addressing the Arab League Boycott of Israel.

The Sheraton Mexico City hotel faced this issue in 2006 when a Cuban delegation sought to stay at the hotel. The hotel cancelled the reservations for the Cuban delegation in order to comply with the U.S. Cuban embargo and avoid the relevant penalties. However,

---


28 The Cuban Assets Control Regulations, 15 C.F.R. Part 515, were issued in July 1963 under the Trading With the Enemy Act. Many of the relevant regulatory provisions were adopted into federal law under the “Helms-Burton Act” (formally, the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity (LIBERTAD) Act of 1996, 110 Stat. 785 (1996)).


30 Violating the U.S. Cuban embargo can result in criminal fines of $1,000,000 for corporations, $250,000 for individuals and potential imprisonment for willful violations. Civil fines can be up to a $65,000 per violation. LexisNexis, WorldCompliance, What is the OFAC List’s Penalty? http://www.worldcompliance.com/en/resources/due-diligence-legislation/OFAC-guidelines/OFAC-penalties.aspx.
Mexico responded by claiming that Sheraton’s actions breached the nation’s sovereignty and fined Sheraton the equivalent of U.S. $112,000.31

In addition to the ever-changing nature of these sanctions programs, the boycotts themselves can be overlooked given the passing of time and the reduced impact of some of these programs because of globalization. However, the laws are as relevant and impactful to companies as they were when initially passed. The U.S. boycott laws in response to the Arab League boycott of Israel are a prime example.

In 1948, the Arab League initiated a boycott of goods and services from Israel, including non-Israelis who maintain economic relations with or who are perceived to support that nation. In response, the U.S. government passed a series of laws precluding U.S. companies from complying with the boycott, but also mandated reporting of any requests to participate in the boycott to U.S. Department of Commerce. Participation in the boycott includes:

i. Agreements to refuse or actual refusal to do business with or in Israel or with blacklisted companies;

ii. Agreements to discriminate or actual discrimination against another person based upon race, religion, sex, national origin, or nationality;

iii. Agreements to furnish or actual furnishing of information about business relationships with or in Israel or with blacklisted companies; and/or

iv. Agreements to furnish or actually furnishing of information about the race, religion, sex, national origin, or nationality of an individual.

Failure to comply with the U.S. anti-boycott legislation can result in a number of civil and criminal penalties against U.S. violators, including the loss of certain tax benefits.32

F. Registered trademark as a pre-requisite

It should (but does not always) go without saying that a franchisor should ensure that its brand can be used without breaching a third party’s intellectual property rights and that it has taken steps to protect its brand in a country before it grants a franchise. The fact that trade mark registration can be a lengthy process needs to be considered by the business development teams when planning ahead. This assumes even greater and more urgent importance in countries requiring local registration of a trademark or trademark property right before the franchise agreement may be signed by a local party. For example, Malaysia33 and

---


32 To report a boycott request, U.S. parties must file Form 5713 with the Internal Revenue Service. (Reporting is required even if the U.S. party did not cooperate in the boycott request.)

33 Franchise Act 1998, § 24 (Malay.).
Indonesia require that a franchisor register its intellectual property rights. In other countries, such as Mexico, the franchisor must merely file a trademark application before licensing or franchising.

Trademark registration can be equally critical in other countries to ensure that the franchisees can remit payment. For example, as a practical matter, a franchisor must have a registered trademark because a Chinese remitting bank will not permit the franchisee to remit funds to a U.S. franchisor until the trademark license agreement is duly registered, which can only happen after the mark has been registered. In Nigeria, the National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion (NOTAP) will not permit a franchisee to remit payments to a foreign franchisor with respect to the use of unregistered trademarks. NOTAP will also require evidence of the registration in Nigeria of any other intellectual property right licensed under the agreement. As further discussed below, in Russia a franchisor’s trademarks must be registered before a franchise agreement can become enforceable.

G. Governmental Franchise Registration Requirements and Filings

Trademark registration is not the only concern for franchise companies with respect to government registration. Registration requirements can extend to cover all parties to a franchise agreement, a franchisor’s presale disclosure document and/or the franchise agreement itself. And in some instances, even if registration is not required, registration may strengthen enforceability rights.

1. Pre-sale registration filings

Several countries require franchisors to register before offering and selling franchises in-country. For example, franchisors in China that are undertaking commercial franchise activities within one single province, autonomous region or municipality that is under the direct control of central government, must register with a local branch office of MOFCOM. Franchisors, whose commercial franchise activities span multiple provinces, autonomous regions, or municipalities, must register with MOFCOM. In Malaysia, franchisors, master franchisees and franchisees of

34 Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 2(1) (Indon.).
35 See Ley de Protección a la Propiedad Industrial [L.P.C.] [Industrial Property Protection Law] art. 142, Diario Oficial de la Federación [D.O.], el 27 de Junio de 1991 (Mexico).
39 Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchise (promulgated by the State Council, Feb. 6, 2007, effective May 1, 2007), art. 8 (P.R.C.).
foreign franchisors must first obtain approval of the Registrar of Franchises before they can offer
to sell or buy franchises. In Spain, franchisors must register with the Franchise Registry within
three months of undertaking activity there.

In Indonesia, the disclosure document must be registered with the Ministry of Trade,
following which the franchisor or subfranchisor will receive a franchise registration certificate
(the “franchisor certificate”). An application form must be submitted with a notarized copy of
the disclosure document. A franchisor franchising in South Korea must register its
"information disclosure statement" with the South Korean Fair Trade Commission (KTFC), as
well as any revisions made to the disclosure statement. Franchisors are not permitted to
accept a deposit or other fees until registration has occurred.

2. Post-Sale registration filings

In some cases, although registration is not required before a franchise agreement is
signed, registration will be required before an agreement can be enforced.

Russia requires registration of the franchise agreement with the Federal Service for
Intellectual Property (Rospatent) for the agreement to be enforceable. As of 1 October 2014,
the Russian law on franchising will be amended to require only a summary of the franchise
agreement to be registered, instead of the full franchise agreement itself. If an agreement is not
registered with Rospatent, then the consequence will be that franchisees cannot remit payment
outside of Russia and, more importantly, the arrangement is deemed invalid. The registration
requirements apply to the initial agreement, as well as amendments and termination of the
agreement.

In Brazil, franchisors must register cross-border franchising contracts with the Instituto
Nacional da Propriedad Industrial (INPI) to enable remittance of royalties out of Brazil and allow
franchisees to deduct such royalties as operational expenses for income tax purposes. Under

---

40 Franchise Act 1998, § 6 (Malay.).
[Official Gazette 2012, 63] (Spain).
42 Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, arts. 9, 10 (Indon.).
43 Id. art. 13.
44 Fair Franchise Transactions Act No. 6704 of May 13, 2002 (as amended) (hereinafter “S. Korean Franchise
Act”) art. 6 (S. Korea).
45 Id. art. 7(3).
46 Grazhdanskii Kodeks Rossiiskoi Federatsii [GK] [Civil Code] (hereinafter, “Russian GK”) art. 1028(2)
(Russ.).
47 Russian GK arts. 452, 1036.
48 LUIZ HENRIQUE O. DO AMARAL ET AL., INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SALES LAWS, BRAZIL 17 (Andrew P. Loewinger
& Michael K. Lindsey eds., ABA Publishing 2011); see also LUIZ HENRIQUE O. DO AMARAL ET AL., GUIDELINES
the Industrial Property Law, INPI has 30 days to review the registration request and render a final decision. After INPI approval, the franchise agreement must be registered with the Central Bank so that franchisees may remit royalties out of Brazil.

In each case where registration is required, franchisors should be mindful of delays this may cause. For example, in South Korea, although the legislation suggests that the KFTC should issue the registration certificate within 30 days, in practice, registration can take 90 to 120 days. In Brazil, the registration process currently takes 45 to 70 days. In China, the process can take a short period of time, but 3 to 6 months is not unheard of, especially during periods of crackdowns on official corruption.

In addition to being required, recording a summary of the franchise agreement in Mexico with the Instituto Mexicano de la Propiedad Industrial (IMPI) helps to enable the franchisor to bring a claim against third-party infringers and helps the franchisor enforce the agreement when it expires or if it is terminated.

Argentina is another example of this proposition; in Argentina, registration of a franchise agreement with the Argentine Transfer of Technology Authority is advisable to reduce tax withholding rates and to provide the franchisee with certain tax deductions. Compliance with local filing (and other procedural) requirements may also be helpful to a franchisor seeking to claim the benefit of a reduced withholding rate under a double taxation treaty between the target country and the franchisor’s home nation.

Regardless of what any franchisor is registering with the government agency, one must ascertain whether there is a real need to register the documents and be alert that many of these countries requiring registration will carefully review the documents for specific provisions and to

---


50. Id.


understand the transactions.\textsuperscript{55} In some cases, it may be advantageous to meet with the local agency to explain the documentation.

H. \textbf{Unusual agreement requirements}

1. \textbf{Required Term of Agreement}

It would be an unusual franchisor that seeks to enter into a short-term master franchise or franchise agreement, although that can be a factor in trial agreements. Some of these minimums make sense both for the franchisee and franchisor by allowing the franchisee time to establish itself in the market. For planning purposes, it is therefore important to note that several jurisdictions require a minimum term and that others require the term to be sufficiently long to enable the franchisee to recoup its investment.

Malaysia requires that an agreement be a minimum term of five years\textsuperscript{56} and China three years.\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, the Malaysian registry has taken the position that a master franchisee with a term of less than 5 years remaining on its master franchise agreement cannot subfranchise. While Indonesia no longer requires a minimum franchise term, as the franchise registration is for 5 years, granting a shorter term is not advisable. This is because a former franchisee having a still valid franchise registration may be able to block the registration of the new franchisee at the Ministry of Trade.

Other countries provide more opaque guidance on the length of term. Italy requires that the term must be sufficient to allow amortization of the investment, but in any event not less than three years.\textsuperscript{58} While in Germany, the term must be "reasonable."\textsuperscript{59}

Conversely, a maximum rather than a minimum term in rare cases may be encountered. In Nigeria, NOTAP\textsuperscript{60} as a practical matter often will provide approval for only a three-year period, after which the agreement may be renewed. In addition, NOTAP has the discretion to

\textsuperscript{55} Section 5(2) of the NOTAP Act sets out the standards that agreements must meet in order to be registerable, although NOTAP has the authority to waive those requirements as it sees fit. In determining whether to register an agreement, NOTAP is also guided by the Revised Guidelines on the Acquisition of Foreign Technology. Decree No. 70 of 1979 (as amended by Decree No. 82 of 1992) cap 268 LFN (2002) (Nig.).

\textsuperscript{56} Franchise Act 1998, § 25 (Malay.).

\textsuperscript{57} Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchise (promulgated by the State Council, Feb. 6, 2007, effective May 1, 2007), art. 13 (P.R.C.).

\textsuperscript{58} ALDO FRIGNANI & GIUSEPPE "JOE" TOMASETTI, INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SALES LAWS, ITALY 19 (Andrew P. Loewinger & Michael K. Lindsey eds., ABA Publishing 2011).


\textsuperscript{60} NOTAP Act (1994) cap. 268 LFN, § 6(l), (Nig.).
permit or deny those renewals, and may not permit the same level of royalty fees upon renewal.  

2. **Language restraints**

Companies doing business internationally may provide bilingual agreements for many reasons including franchisee requests; ease of use in countries where there is a high frequency of deal making; and, in a number of countries, legal requirements. While there are not a large number of countries requiring the use of foreign language franchise agreements, there are some such as Vietnam. Others, such as Italy, require a translation when requested by a franchisee.

But translations are more typically required when, either formally or as a matter of practice, filings need to be made with government offices. In Mexico, for example, the IPL does not require disclosure documents and franchise agreements translated; but, the summary of the franchise agreement recorded with the IMPI must be in Spanish. South Korea also requires that all documents submitted for registration purposes including the template franchise agreement must be in Korean. Indonesia requires the franchise agreement and the disclosure document be translated into Indonesian for the purposes of registration. This is also the case in Brazil, Russia, and China where local language copies of documents are required for filing purposes as a practical matter.

Franchisors should be mindful that in some cases, a requirement to translate into the local language will be imposed if it joins the local franchise association. In other cases, although the agreement need not to be initially translated into the local language, if a dispute is heard before a local court, a translation would likely be required.

---


62 Decree No. 35/2006/ND-CP, art. 12 (Vietnam).


66 Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 5(4) (Indon.).

67 Código Civil [C.C.] [Civil Code] art. 224 (Braz.).

68 See Russian GK art. 1490.


70 European Code of Ethics for Franchising, European Franchise Federation, Sept. 19, 2003, art. 5.2.
3. Required governing law and venue

Although governing law and the type and venue of dispute resolution may not be deal-breakers for the business teams, a franchisor that concedes on these points may rue its decision once litigation ensues. While many countries grant parties the freedom of contract (including designating governing law, the form of dispute resolution, and venue), some jurisdictions will apply local law to interpret the contract or to enforce the franchise law, or a local venue, regardless of the parties' selection.\(^\text{71}\)

It is invariably the case that parties to a franchise agreement cannot avoid the application of local franchise or other general law statutes or the application of local public policy. Any attempt to contract out such laws will be ineffective. In some cases, the local statute goes so far as to specify that any attempt to do so will be void.\(^\text{72}\)

In some limited countries, the local franchise law requires that local law be specified to be the law governing the contract itself, such as in Indonesia.\(^\text{73}\) In other instances, general contract law, and not franchise law, may influence or require that local law govern the contract; as is the case in the Philippines.\(^\text{74}\)

Choice of venue is another matter. Before going into battle on this point, franchisors should ensure that a victory on this important detail will not be moot. A number of countries require all disputes relating to the contract to be heard in the courts of the jurisdiction in which the franchisee is located, or render void any attempt to oust the local jurisdiction; such as in the Philippines.\(^\text{75}\) In other cases, a distinction is drawn between disputes relating to matters regulated by the franchise law, which must be heard at a local venue, and other contractual disputes which need not be. The Canadian provinces of Alberta, Ontario, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick and Manitoba void any jurisdiction or venue clause that places the forum outside the specific province with regard to any claim that is otherwise enforceable under the franchise law of that province.\(^\text{76}\)

---


\(^\text{72}\) See, e.g., Arthur Wishart Act (Franchise Disclosure), 2000, S.O. 2000, c. 3, sched. 10 (Ont.).

\(^\text{73}\) Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 5(1) (Indon.).


\(^\text{75}\) Id.

In Indonesia, the victory on including a foreign jurisdiction may be pyrrhic for a different reason. Although a foreign venue is not prohibited in Indonesia, foreign proceedings will not ultimately assist the franchisor, as foreign judgments will not be enforced there.77

4. Restrictions on franchisee fees

Governments seldom get involved in the fees owed to franchisors under the license agreement. So it is unusual to franchising companies when they are advised that fees are capped. In Brazil, although the law does not distinguish franchise transactions, there is a cap of 5% on the remittance of royalties (for trademark, patent and technology transfer), from a Brazilian company to a foreign company.78 South Africa also restricts fees to about 4-6% in certain consumer industries.79 In Nigeria, royalty fees cannot exceed 5% of gross revenues, although in reviewing applications, NOTAP may actually only permit fees lower than that to be approved.80

5. Obligation to provide a Protected Territory

The designation of protected territories in franchise agreements is traditionally a heavily negotiated subject between the franchisor seeking to grow its business and the franchisee (seeking to protect its business, particularly during its infancy). In South Korea, the government takes the position that each franchise agreement, after 14 August 2014, must contain a “business territory” within which a franchisor may not establish another franchised business for the same type of business.81 From a practical standpoint, providing some form of protected territory is encouraged to limit franchisees’ claims that the other parties’ local expansion under the brand is hindering their business and causing losses.82

77 Karen Mills & Ilman Rakhmat, Arbitration Guide: Indonesia, INT’L BAR ASS’N ARB. COMM. ARB. GUIDE, 2013, at 1, 20; see also Section IV.C.1 infra on enforcement rights and remedies, especially as to arbitration proceedings.

78 Luiz Henrique O. Do Amaral et al., The Guidelines for Recordal of Franchise Agreements in Brazil, 2011 BRAZ. FRANCHISE ASS’N 5, http://www.franchise.org/uploadedFiles/GuidelinesFranchiseAgreements_January2011.pdf “[R]oyalties involving related companies (such as parent and subsidiary) are limited by the corresponding ceiling of fiscal deductibility specified by Regulation no. 436/58, which vary between 1 to 5% of the net sales price depending on the field of activity involved.; see also, DOING BUSINESS IN BRAZIL 20, Ernst & Young Turco 2011, available at http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/Doing_business_in_Brazil_2011/$FILE/Doing%20Business%20in%20Brazil%202011.pdf.


80 Babette Marzheuser Wood, Franchising in Africa: Opportunities and Challenges, 17 FRANCHISE LAW. No. 2, at 7-9 (Spring 2014).


82 For more information on this topic see Rocio Belda de Mergelina et al, Encroachment Issues Around the World, IBA/IFA 30th Annual Joint Conference (May 7, 2014).
6. Post-signing Cooling-off Rights

The implementation of international franchise deals can be complicated by “buyer's remorse” provisions in some local laws that give franchisees the right to back out of a concluded deal. In Australia, franchisees have 7 days after the earlier of signing an agreement or paying any amount under the agreement, to unilaterally terminate the agreement and receive a refund.\textsuperscript{83} A similar cooling off right (for seven or more days) applies in Malaysia.\textsuperscript{84} In China, a franchise agreement is required to include a right for the franchisee to rescind within a specified time, but the period can be agreed by the parties.\textsuperscript{85}

I. Unique Pre-contract Disclosure Obligations

It is no longer unusual for a country to have a pre-contractual disclosure requirement in franchising.\textsuperscript{86} Whether requiring a set format or that a prescribed range of topics must be covered, home jurisdiction disclosure will always need to be adapted to fit local requirements. In addition, a franchisor should not assume that the absence of a local franchise law will mean that a disclosure obligation does not apply. Such an obligation will often arise under general law, particularly in civil law countries\textsuperscript{87} or under statutes dealing with misleading conduct.\textsuperscript{88}

1. Market Study

While most franchise disclosure around the globe covers the same core areas, there are some countries that take the additional step of requiring the franchisor to provide a market study as part of its disclosure. Belgian law\textsuperscript{89} requires that the disclosure document describe the general and local market for the franchised business. The market disclosure must include “history, current status and future prospects of the franchise network’s market share.” Similarly,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{83} The franchisor is entitled to retain an amount equal to its reasonable expenses if the requirement to pay those expenses, or their method of calculation, is set out in the agreement. Trade Practices (Industry Codes - Franchising) Regulations, 1998, Annexure 1, item 13A, clause 13 (Austl.).
  \item \textsuperscript{84} Franchise Act 1998, § 18(4) (Malay.).
  \item \textsuperscript{85} Regulation on the Administration of Commercial Franchises, 1 May 2007, Article 12 (P.R.C.).
  \item \textsuperscript{86} INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SALES LAWS (Andrew P. Loewinger & Michael K. Lindsey eds., ABA Publishing 2011).
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Such as under the Competition and Consumer Act, 2010 (Cth), Schedule 2, section 18 (Austl.).
  \item \textsuperscript{89} Belgian Law on Pre-Contractual Information regarding Agreements to Form Commercial Business Relationship (the Law of 19 December 2005).
\end{itemize}
the French *Loi Doubin*\(^{90}\) requires franchisors to include “the state and prospects of the market (generally and locally).” Practically speaking, franchisors must be well-prepared to enter into these markets in order to gather the requisite market information.

2. **Infrastructure Cost**

Under recent changes to franchise legislation in South Korea,\(^{91}\) franchisors’ ability to require their franchisees to remodel is now restricted to cases relating to hygiene or safety issues or where they are objectively in a state of deterioration. Importantly, whether or not the franchisor required the changes to be made, if the remodelling is directly related to brand image or value, such as changes to signage or interior design, so long as the change was recommended or required by the franchisor, the franchisor will be required to bear up to 40% of the costs. The only exception to this cost-sharing requirement will be where the changes are unavoidable due to acts of the franchise or health and safety issues.

Currently, the Australian "Franchising Code" requires franchisors to disclose whether a franchisee may be required to undertake significant expenditure that was not disclosed before they entered into the franchise agreement.\(^{92}\) Exposure draft changes to the Australian "Franchising Code,"\(^{93}\) if implemented, will prohibit a franchisor from requiring a franchisee to undertake "significant capital expenditure" unless it was disclosed to the franchisee in the disclosure document, it was an expenditure incurred by a majority of franchisees and approved by them, it was incurred by the franchisee to comply with a legal obligation, it was agreed by the franchisee or it is an expenditure that the franchisor considers "necessary" as capital investment in the franchised business. Such expenditure will only be permitted as "necessary" if the franchisor justifies the expenditure in a statement providing the rationale for making the investment, the amount required, the anticipated outcome and benefits and the expected risks associated with making the investment.

3. **Multi-layered disclosure**

Also in Australia, foreign franchisors and other franchisors engaged in subfranchising have been subjected to multi-layered disclosure, under which franchisors and their master franchisees are required to provide a separate disclosure document to the master franchisee’s subfranchisees.\(^{94}\) The alternative of joint disclosure by the franchisor and the master franchisee is universally avoided for liability reasons.

---

90 Journal Officiel de la République Française [J.O.] [Official Gazette of France], Jan. 2, 1990, p. 9, art. 1: Law No. 89-1008 of December 31, 1989 relative to the development of commercial and trade enterprises and the improvement of their economic, legal and social environment (the “*Loi Doubin*”).


94 Trade Practices (Industry Codes - Franchising) Regulations 1998, clause 6B(2) (Austl.). However, it is anticipated that changes to Australia’s “Franchising Code” will mean that disclosure to subfranchisees in
4. **Anticipated Revenue**

Franchising counsel will commonly caution against a franchisor providing financial performance representations or earnings claims. Some countries do, unfortunately, require franchisors to confront this task. One example of this is Malaysia,\(^{95}\) which requires a "financial forecast for three years" to be included in the franchise disclosure document. Other countries do not require such claims to be made, but mandate specific information to be given with them if they are provided.\(^{96}\)

A different and more restrictive approach has been taken in the recent changes in the South Korean legislation, in which franchisors will now be required to provide both minimum and maximum anticipated sales revenue for the first year of the franchise, together with an explanation of the calculation, at the time in which the franchise agreement is entered.\(^{97}\) Interestingly, the maximum must not be more than three times the minimum figure.\(^{98}\) Foreign franchisors will need to approach this formidable task with care and document carefully the due diligence steps have taken in calculating the projections. Under South Africa’s Consumer Protection Act, franchisors must provide “written projections in respect of levels of potential sales, income, gross or net profits or other financial projections for the franchised business or franchises of a similar nature with particulars of the assumptions upon which these representations are made.” \(^{99}\)

5. **Lengthy disclosure and re-disclosure**

U.S. franchisors are accustomed to disclosure periods that are more or less 14 business days prior to signing a franchise agreement or receiving an initial franchise fee. Internationally, the rules can be a little more onerous. Belgium and Mexico require franchisors to provide pre-sale disclosure materials one month prior to the signing of a franchise agreement.\(^{100}\)

---

95 Franchise (Forms and Fees) Regs. 1999, Form 1: Disclosure Document Franchise System, para. 18.2 (Malay.).

96 An example of this is Australia which includes both historical and future financial details as "earnings information" for this purpose: Trade Practices (Industry Codes - Franchising) Regulations 1998, Annexure 1, item 19.


98 Enforcement Decree to the Fair Franchise Transactions Act (S. Korea).

99 Consumer Protection Act 68 of 2008 (CPA), Regulation (3) (S. Afr.).

100 Belgian Law on pre-contractual information, Doc. 51/1687, art. 3; Article 184 of the Mexican Industrial Property Law.
Under the Australian "Franchising Code", franchisors must re-disclose to a franchisee if the agreement changes materially, due to the requirement that the franchise agreement attached to the disclosure document must be "in the form in which it is to be executed."  

J. Payment restrictions

Difficulties in accessing funds owed by a franchisee due to exchange control restrictions have reduced in recent years, but a number remain. Moreover, these restrictions can change quickly as a result of changes in political winds and can be of an official or an unofficial nature.

In Argentina, the default position is that transfers of foreign currency out of the country require Argentine Central Bank approval. Automatic approvals are given for some payments, and in most cases payments under franchise agreements should qualify for these. However, a number of additional de facto restrictions can be exercised by other government agencies, even if Argentine Central Bank authorisation is not required.

Similarly, China’s foreign exchange control system used to require a franchisee to present the franchise agreement filed with MOFCOM (or its local agencies) and a tax certificate evidencing that the franchisee has fulfilled any obligation in respect of withholding tax. In 2013, the Chinese State Administration of Foreign Exchange and the State Administration of Taxation issued new requirements easing the tax certification requirements for foreign exchange. In India’s Foreign Exchange Management Act requires the franchisee payer's bank to obtain a certificate from the franchisee's auditors regarding the nature of the payment, the reason for payment, the tax withheld, and confirmation that the tax has been paid to the tax authorities. This can result in payment delays, but the delays should be able to be managed by an efficient and compliance-driven franchisee.

In Nigeria, NOTAP’s approval of fees is usually based on its satisfaction that the price or consideration to be paid for technology is commensurate with the technology to be acquired. NOTAP also sets a ceiling on the total amount of remittances which may be made during the subsistence of any single approval. The franchisee will be unable to access the foreign

---


103 NOTAP Act (1994) cap. 268 LFN, § 6(b) (Nig.).

exchange market for the purpose of remitting payments under the subfranchise agreement if the subfranchise agreement is not registered with NOTAP.\(^{105}\) This is because evidence of NOTAP registration is one of the supporting documents that a commercial bank would require.\(^ {106}\)

Russian currency control regulations have been significantly simplified in recent years and can now be regarded as additional paperwork rather than as a real obstacle to transferring money. Foreign investments can usually be repaid without any problems. Nevertheless, these currency regulations must be taken into account because Russian commercial banks are still in charge of currency control when conducting money transfers on their clients’ behalf, and much paperwork must be done before a transfer occurs from a currency control perspective.

South African businesses may make payments to non-residents through “Authorized Dealers.” Applications for approval to make those payments must be supported by the agreement and if the payments are not evident in the agreement, “a clear explanation of how the values were arrived at must accompany the application.”\(^ {107}\)

K. Requirement to Pay a Stamp Tax on the Agreement

An assessment of the viability of a franchise into a new country will necessarily require consideration of the in-country tax treatment of payments required to be made to the franchisor. A tax impost in some countries that should be considered is stamp duty, or “stamp tax.” Originally introduced in 17th Century England to fund wars against France, it remains a source of revenue in a number of countries. In Argentina, all documents with an economic value are subject to such a tax, at a rate of between 0.8% and 2.0%, depending on the province in which it is signed or has effect, and the franchisor and franchisee typically bear half each. In Turkey, the practice can be to assess the “value” of the agreement for stamp tax purposes by reference to the highest monetary amount specified in the agreement. Side letters or other measures can be lawfully taken to eliminate or minimise such taxes in some cases and should be explored.

L. Regulation of advertising fund contributions

Marketing funds are intended to promote the brand within the country and globally. The funds are typically treated as separate and apart from royalty fees and other fees paid to the franchisor. Unless required as part of the bylaws of a franchisee advisory or other franchisor/franchisee committee, these funds are seldom subject to audit. However, certain countries require franchisors to provide audited financial statements to their franchisees. In Malaysia, marketing or promotional funds are not only required to be kept in a separate account

105 NOTAP Act (1994) cap. 268 LFN, § 7 (Nig.).


and audited, the audit statement is required to be lodged annually with the Registrar of Franchises.\textsuperscript{108}

Australia has for some time required marketing or other cooperative funds into which a franchisee pays money to be audited on an annual basis, unless 75\% of the franchisees in Australia agree, at least every three years, that an audit is not required.\textsuperscript{109} However, draft changes to the Australian "Franchising Code" suggest that in future this vote will need to occur annually.\textsuperscript{110} Neither the current nor the draft amended Code limit this to a fund managed from within Australia.

III. REGULATIONS APPLYING THROUGHOUT THE RELATIONSHIP

A. Lots of Rules

If a franchisor focuses primarily on "getting the deal done" and the required content for its local franchise agreement and local disclosure, it may be later surprised by the type or frequency of ongoing compliance obligations it is not used to at home. We have highlighted below just a few of the compliance issues that may arise.

B. Local Industry Development Considerations

As we noted previously, Indonesia takes an unusual and paternalistic approach to industry development, seeking to use franchising as a tool to encourage and train small businesses, particularly in rural areas.

Indonesian law requires franchisees to "cooperate with" small and medium businesses in the local area as franchisees or as suppliers of goods or services and at least 80\% of the raw materials, business equipment or merchandise to be used by a franchisee must be locally made.\textsuperscript{111} Exemptions can be applied for at the time of registration with the Ministry of Trade, which will consider factors such as local availability and whether supply from small or medium enterprises is being encouraged. Notably, exemptions have been granted in the case of luxury goods franchises.

To encourage the development of local small to medium business, Indonesian franchise law limits the number of franchise outlets certain types of franchise businesses may have to 150 if a minimarket, supermarket, department store, hypermarket or wholesaler,\textsuperscript{112} or to 250 if a

\textsuperscript{108} Franchise Act 1998, § 22 (Malay.).

\textsuperscript{109} Trade Practices (Industry Codes - Franchising) Regulations 1998, clause 17(1) and (2) (Austl.).


\textsuperscript{111} Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 19 (Indon.).

\textsuperscript{112} Minister of Trade Regulation No. 68/M-DAG/PER/10/2012, art. 3 (Indon.).
restaurant, bar or cafe. To support this, the Indonesia law bans the grant of franchises to an entity directly or indirectly controlled by the franchisor.

In Nigeria, the NOTAP Act prohibits the registration of any agreement for technology transfer where there is an obligation to acquire equipment, tools, parts or raw materials exclusively from the transferor (in this case the franchisor) or any other person or given source. This limitation – in effect depriving the franchisor of the ability to enforce sourcing restrictions, even for a product distribution franchise – can be fundamentally devastating to enforcing system standards and, in at least one case, led a franchisor to conclude that it could not, as a practical matter, offer franchises to operate in Nigeria.

NOTAP may take the view that it is sufficient for the subfranchisor to specify the standards to which the raw materials used for the restaurants must meet and give the franchisee the right to choose a supplier.

C. Restrictions on the acquisition or supply of products and services

1. Specifying suppliers

It is commonplace for a franchisor to want to protect certain elements of its franchise system whether it is the ice cream, the hamburger meat served or the vendor used to make and install the sign. But the franchisor’s freedom to protect those elements can be prohibited in some jurisdictions and permitted in others if they are objectively justifiable. In Australia, requiring a franchisee to purchase only from a specified third party supplier, or a from a list of specified suppliers is prohibited, unless a notification of this "third line forcing" conduct is provided to the anti-trust regulator, which will provide immunity from the breach.

South Korea requires franchisees to comply with quality standards required by the franchisor. However, South Korean franchise law prohibits a franchisor from unfairly requiring its franchisee to transact with a designated supplier, although the law provides exceptions if: (a) the products are essential for the management of the franchise business; (b) the products are needed to protect the franchisor’s trademark rights or if it is difficult to do so without designating suppliers; and (c) the franchisor makes this known, ahead of time, in the disclosure document.
2. Restricting customers

For certain franchise systems, franchisors may try to limit a franchisee's ability to sell goods or render services only to a defined territory or to particular types of customers (for example, end-users rather than wholesalers or in-store, but not on-line). However, certain countries prohibit or limit this behavior. Importantly, the European Commission’s "Verticals Regulation"\textsuperscript{118} may have the effect of prohibiting a franchisor from preventing a franchisee selling into a particular territory or to particular customers. However, it provides a limited exception to allow a franchisor to reserve to itself or to other franchisees the right to make "active" sales into an exclusive territory or to an exclusive customer group. The distinction between such permitted "active" sales and "passive" sales means that a franchisor in the EU cannot prohibit its franchisees from making sales using the internet.

Another example of a restriction is the Lithuanian Civil Code expressly nullifies and voids any franchise contract terms that would otherwise limit a franchisee to offering goods and services only to customers residing in their contractual territory.\textsuperscript{119} The Russian Civil Code bans franchise agreement clauses that would limit a franchisee’s ability to sell goods or render services to customers outside of the protected territory.\textsuperscript{120}

D. Registration and the Ability to Change the Franchise Agreement or the Nature of the Franchise

In countries requiring registration of the franchise agreement or relationship, changes made to the franchise agreement or to the system as described in the registration documents may be restricted. The business registration certificate that franchisors file in Indonesia specifies the nature of the business. However, the certificate also serves to limit the business by permitting sales outside of the specified core business to no more than 10 percent of total sales.\textsuperscript{121} In addition, in Russia, as previously noted, any amendments to a registered franchise agreement must also be registered with Rospatent.\textsuperscript{122}

Another example of a substantial registration requirement is found in South Korea. In South Korea, material changes to information in the registered disclosure documents of the franchisor\textsuperscript{123} triggers a requirement to apply to the KFTC to register the change within 30 days.


\textsuperscript{119} L.C.C., art. 6.772.4 (Lith.).

\textsuperscript{120} Russian GK art. 1033.

\textsuperscript{121} Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 21 (Indon.).

\textsuperscript{122} Russian GK arts. 452, 1036.

of when the change occurred (within 30 days after the quarter during which the change occurred). \textsuperscript{124}

E. Continuous Disclosure Obligations

U.S. franchisors are accustomed to delivering a franchise disclosure document prior to executing a franchise deal. However, they may be unaware of an obligation, imposed in certain countries, to provide ongoing disclosure post execution of the franchise agreement. Some countries impose that requirement by stipulating, directly or indirectly, such an obligation upon franchisors. Others may, as a practical matter, impose that requirement in order to meet a general "fair dealing" obligation.\textsuperscript{125}

The Australian franchise law imposes an obligation on a franchisor to continuously disclose certain "materially relevant facts" to its franchisees for the duration of the franchise term. The obligation is limited to a list of specific items, such as changes in the majority ownership or control of the franchisor or its intellectual property or certain litigation proceedings in Australia. Disclosure must be provided in writing to franchisees within a reasonable time (but no more than 14 days) after the franchisor becomes aware of the change.\textsuperscript{126} Unhelpfully, there is no exemption from the obligation to notify of changes in control of a listed public company.

The obligation to update disclosure documents on an annual basis has also been a burden for franchisors that are not actively franchising in Australia. The proposed changes to the Australian "Franchising Code" acknowledge and alleviate this, but only to a limited extent. An annual update will not be required, but only if the franchisor entered into only one franchise agreement during the previous year and does not intend to franchise in the following year. Strangely, this exclusion may not be applied more than once in any three-year period. As a result, it is likely that in practice most franchisors will be required to update their disclosure document in most years, even if not actively engaged in franchising.

In the case of South Korea, in addition to the obligation to notify the KFTC of changes, a franchisor must notify franchisees, via email or posting on franchisor's website, of any changes

\textsuperscript{124} Id. art. 5-3.

\textsuperscript{125} For example, in several provinces there is a debate as to whether the fair dealing obligation requires ongoing disclosure. W. Brad Hanna et al., FRANCHISING AND DISTRIBUTION BULLETIN (Oct 2013), http://www.mcmillan.ca/dealing-with-the-duty-of-good-faith-and-fair-dealing-in-franchise-agreements. ("It will be easier for a franchisor to demonstrate it had due regard for the interests of franchisees if, prior to a franchisor implementing changes, franchisees are given information about the impact and an opportunity to provide feedback. Having a franchisee advisory committee composed of respected franchisees who are to communicate with other franchisees about prospective changes provides an effective alternative to dealing with all individual franchisees, particularly if the consultation process involves due consideration and adaptation, as appropriate, in response to committee feedback.")

\textsuperscript{126} Trade Practices (Industry Codes-Franchising) Regulations 2014, clause 18, (Austl.).
to information contained in the disclosure documents within 7 days after the date of changes are registered with the KFTC.\footnote{127}

The time limit on notification is less precise in China, which requires material change to the disclosed information, to be notified to franchisees "in a timely manner."\footnote{128}

\section*{F. Ongoing regulatory filings}

In addition to certain registrations and filings, franchisors must submit annual reports to certain government agencies detailing such things as number of franchises sold and terminated. Countries that require such annual reporting obligations include China and Malaysia.\footnote{129}

In Malaysia the obligation is to submit a report to the Registrar of Franchises within six months of the end of each financial year of the franchise business containing, among other things, an updated disclosure document and audited financial statements.\footnote{130} In China, a report regarding franchise agreements concluded in the previous year must be filed in the first quarter of every year.\footnote{131}

\section*{G. Restrictions on opening hours}

On rare occasions, a unique requirement is introduced into a country's franchise law to deal with a perceived local problem in a particular industry, or for local political reasons. One example of this is South Korea, where the convenience store sector has had its share of difficulties. The recent changes to the franchise law in South Korea included a law restricting the franchisor's ability to require the franchisee to engage in late night trading between 1 am and 7 am if the franchisee's costs of opening in that period have exceeded its sales in doing so in the previous 6 month period.\footnote{132} This legislation would appear to be a response to a local concern and may create an ongoing obligation for a franchisor.

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item Presidential Decree No. 17773, Enforcement Decree of the Fair Franchise Transactions Act (2002) \textit{(as amended Jan. 31, 2008), art. 5-3 (S. Korea); see also, BRENDON CARR & JAE-HOON KIM, INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SALES LAWS, S. KOREA 9 (Andrew P. Loewinger & Michael K. Lindsey eds., ABA Publishing 2011).}
\item Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchise (promulgated by the State Council, Feb. 6, 2007, effective May 1, 2007), art. 23 (P.R.C.).
\item In S. Korea, an annual filing is required within 100 days of the end of each business year. Presidential Decree No. 17773, Enforcement Decree of the Fair Franchise Transactions Act (2002) \textit{(as amended Jan. 31, 2008), app. 1.2 (S. Korea), Bus. Franchise Guide (CCH) ¶ 7170.}
\item Franchise Act 1998, § 16 (Malay.)
\item Regulations on Administration of Commercial Franchise (promulgated by the State Council, Feb. 6, 2007, effective May 1, 2007), art. 19 (P.R.C.).
\item Fair Franchise Act (amended 13 Aug. 2013), art. 12-3 (S. Korea).
\end{itemize}
H. Restrictions on the franchisor competing with the franchisee

Another example of the South Korean tendency to be highly protective of local franchisees is the new requirement that franchise agreements entered into in South Korea since 14 August 2014 that franchisors do not permit the franchisor to grant other franchises or itself operate franchise units in the same "industry" within the franchisee's territory. It appears that whether or not the business is in the same "industry" will be judged by reference to the products or services, the type of business and the manner in which it will be conducted.\(^\text{133}\)

I. Prohibition on collecting interest

The influence of Sharia law has risen over the last several years. Moreover, the breadth of Sharia law on contractual relationships as well as everyday life can be significant. The issue of interest on outstanding fees is one such area that Sharia law can influence a contract. In the federal Islamic state of the United Arab Emirates, interest is void and unenforceable. However, interest is permitted in commercial transactions\(^\text{134}\) in the UAE: (i) if specified in a contract, at the rate agreed by the parties; or (ii) if not specified in the contract, at the rate of interest then prevailing in the market, but not in excess of 12% for commercial loans.\(^\text{135}\) Therefore, subject to these constraints, courts in the UAE will enforce interest provisions in franchise agreements. Similarly, the Egyptian authorities have generally enforced provisions for interest in commercial transactions.\(^\text{136}\) By contrast, in Saudi Arabia a requirement to pay interest will not be enforced, because there is no exception to the general prohibition on imposing interest under Sharia law.\(^\text{137}\)

J. Dry countries/food limitations

Local laws and customs may also impact whether a franchisee may serve alcohol and certain foods. Indonesia has specific laws impacting the importation of food, food registration and the distribution of ‘halal’ certificates.\(^\text{138}\) Furthermore, Islamic law’s strict prohibition or limitations on alcoholic beverages and pork can have a significant impact on a franchise

\(^{133}\) Id. art. 12–4.

\(^{134}\) Articles 76-78, 88 and 89 of UAE Federal Law No. 18 of 1993 regarding Commercial Transactions.

\(^{135}\) Id. at art. 76.


business’ revenue. For example, there is a strict prohibition on serving alcoholic beverages in Saudi Arabia and Egypt, and similar restrictions are enforced in Qatar. Similarly, pork products are prohibited in Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{139} Other examples of these (and similar) limitations abound, both in law as well as commercial (and social) custom.\textsuperscript{140}

K. **Environmental Regulations**

Recently, a number of countries have imposed significant burdens on businesses relating to environmental protection schemes. Over and above general requirements (which typically apply to businesses of a particular size, with some exceptions), some regulations call out franchisors specifically to help implement, score, collect and pay fees associated with these regulations on behalf of their franchise group.

Australia’s *National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act, 2007 (Cth)*, while limited to a reporting rather than a payment obligation, required an entity having “operational control” of another to report the energy use of that other entity.\textsuperscript{141} A number of franchise systems are considered to have such control for these purposes.

In 2010, the United Kingdom enacted a cap and trade scheme to reduce carbon emissions in the United Kingdom through the mechanism of the UK Carbon Emissions Fee (CRC Energy Efficiency Scheme) (“CRC”).\textsuperscript{142} The UK law goes significantly further than the law in Australia, as it requires franchisors to be responsible for the energy use of its franchisees when determining qualification for and participation in the CRC program. Under the CRC, a franchise agreement is found where:

i. an agreement exists between two organizations (the franchisee and the franchisor) for the sale or distribution of goods, or provision of services;

ii. the franchisee carries out business using the name provided by the franchisor in the agreement;

iii. the premises from which the franchisee carries out the franchised business are used exclusively for that business; and

iv. the presentation of those premises must have an internal or external appearance agreed by the franchisor and must be similar to that of other premises operating a franchise business under an agreement with the franchisor.

\textsuperscript{139} SHEHAB AL-FAKHRI, PORK IMPORT AND SAUDI ARABIA 3 (1999), http://www1.american.edu/ted/saudpork.htm


As such, the franchisor is required to collect information concerning the energy use of its franchised and company-owned locations, prepare the submission and then pay a fee depending upon the amount of carbon emissions released. The difficulty for franchisors is that the government initially argued that that CRC Scheme is not a tax but a usage fee; a nuance which some franchisees have exploited to avoid reimbursing the franchisors for the CRC fee. However, subsequent statements by senior U.K. officials have acknowledged that the CRC fee has in turn evolved into a tax to fund the government. Despite these statements, the argument over whether franchisees must reimburse franchisors for the CRC fee continues.

In Ontario, Canada, franchisors may get caught in the grasp of the Ontario’s Waste Diversion Act, 2002 (“WDA”). The WDA regulates the disposal of electrical and electronic equipment (EEE) from the waste stream into the recycling stream. The basic premise of the program is that fees are collected from “stewards” to offset the costs of diverting EEE from the waste stream into the recycling stream. Franchisors must be wary as the act specifically identifies franchisors as potential stewards for EEE it supplies to Ontario-based franchisees within the franchise system. As a steward, a franchisor must (i) pay the established EEE fees; (ii) keep and provide records; and (iii) provide reports and other information as requested by the Ontario Electronic Stewardship (the Ontario agency responsible for administering the WDA).

The determination of who is the “steward” is based upon a hierarchy established by the OES. As a practical matter, franchisors who acquire an EEE from a provider should ensure that the provider has an OES identification number. If the OES identification number is not provided, the person to whom a provider supplies the EEE will then be a steward and will be responsible for filing the steward report and paying the fees. The OES identification numbers are available from the OES. If an environmental handling fee is not charged by a supplier on the invoice for an EEE, this is often an indication that no other steward exists in respect of the EEE.

From one author’s experience, it appears in certain instances that the OES has chosen to initially pursue franchisors to pay the applicable fees for any EEE that has not been otherwise captured rather than go after individual businesses. This inquiry leads a significant amount of time and energy attempting to persuade the OES that a franchisor that is not directly supplying EEE to its franchisees has been wrongly targeted.

---
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IV. REGULATIONS APPLYING ONCE THE RELATIONSHIP ENDS

A. Compensation under agency laws

Agency and distribution laws are ingrained in the culture of local trade and commerce and differ widely. Agency laws, in particular, can be paternalistic and highly protective of the agent, who is asked to assume risks on behalf of a principal. Agency laws are a particular feature of civil law countries and commonly provide the agent with a right to commission, to notice of termination and/or to compensation for termination. They tend to be limited to genuine agency relationships, which can be contrasted with a typical business format franchise.  

The UAE Commercial Agency Law provides various statutory protections to registered commercial agents that can be problematic for a foreign franchisor. The UAE Ministry of Economy has substantial discretion to determine whether a relationship qualifies as a commercial agency based on relevant facts and circumstances. A commercial agency relationship can generally be registered only if the foreign principal's signature on the agreement is duly authenticated and notarized. Accordingly, to reduce the likelihood of registration as a commercial agency, a franchisor may decide not to execute any of the agreements being notarized or otherwise authenticated. However, this is not the answer in all cases, as some courts in the UAE may seek to extend the rights afforded under the UAE Commercial Agency Law to both registered and unregistered commercial agency agreements in certain contexts. This differs from treatment in the Dominican Republic and Honduras, where a franchisee must first register the agreement in order to receive the protections of the respective agency law.

---

148 For example, the Russian Civil Code deals with both agents and franchises, but in separate provisions. Compare Russian GK art. 971 with art. 1027.

149 If an agreement cannot be registered as a commercial agency in the UAE (e.g., if it is not translated into Arabic, notarized, and authenticated), then the UAE Commercial Transactions Law may be applied to a franchise relationship. Marcus Wallman, *Franchising in the UAE*, Al Tamimi & Co. Update (Oct-Nov 2011), http://www.tamimi.com/en/magazine/law-update/section-7/october-november-1/franchising-in-the-uae.html.

150 The Dominican Republic statute, referred to as “Law 173,” affords a distributor (or, arguably, a franchisee) rights akin to those of a commercial agency. Law 173 for the Protection of Agents, Importer of Merchandise and Products (1966) art. 10; however, as part of the 2004 US-Dominican Free Trade Agreement, the Dominican Republic agreed that contracts entered into by US parties with Dominican Republic parties, after that treaty took effect, would not apply Law No. 173 absent the parties' agreement to do so. Dominican Republic Central America-United States Free Trade Agreement, Annex 11.13, Section B (Aug. 5, 2004). Law 173 may still apply with respect to contracts entered into that are not covered by the United States’ DR-CAFTA treaty.

151 Representation, Distribution and Agency of Foreign and National Principals Regulation, art. 12 (Honduras), which was limited with respect to new agreements between a US entity and a Honduran entity that were entered into after the DR-CAFTA treaty was signed in August 2004.
B. **Enforceability of non-compete**

Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of European Union prohibits all agreements between companies which may affect trade between companies within the European Economic Area ("EEA") and which have as their object or effect the restriction, prevention or distortion of competition within the EEA.\(^\text{152}\) Vertical agreements where neither party holds a market share of more than 15%\(^\text{153}\) in the EEA are presumed not to breach Article 101, so long as they do not contain any "hardcore" restraints. In addition, the European Commission presumes that a vertical agreement has no appreciable effect on trade between Member States if the aggregate market share of the parties in any relevant market within the EEA affected by the agreement does not exceed 5% and the aggregated turnover of the supplier does not exceed €40 million.\(^\text{154}\) If an agreement reaches a relevant market share threshold, then any anti-competitive restriction contained in the agreement will be void and unenforceable in the national courts of any Member State, unless subject to a specific exemption. One of the exemptions granted by the European Commission is the "Verticals Regulation." \(^\text{155}\)

Non-compete obligations which do not benefit from the protection of the Verticals Regulation will be unenforceable, but may be severed from the rest of the agreement. The only non-compete obligations which benefit from the protection of the regulation are those having a term of no more than 5 years (including renewals). In respect of post-term non-compete obligations, the only excluded non-compete obligations are those which are limited to the premises and land from which the franchisee has operated during the contract period, the goods or services it purchased, which are indispensable to protect the know-how of the franchisor and which are limited to a period of one year after termination of the agreement. It is also important to note that an indirect restraint created by an obligation to source 80% or more of its total purchases of goods or services from the supplier, will be treated as a non-compete obligation for this purpose. The good news is that in a selective distribution system, such as a franchise system, any direct or indirect obligation imposed on distributors not to sell a competing brand will be permitted.

C. **Enforcement Rights and Remedies**

1. **Theory versus Practice**

The ability of a franchisor to enforce the rights provided in a franchise agreement should be considered in the context of each negotiation. These considerations should include whether

---

\(^\text{152}\) Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union, art. 101, 2012 O.J. (C 326) 50.


arbitration is preferable to local judicial remedies and whether local courts will readily make injunctive relief available.

Franchisors should understand the practical steps to enforcement in a particular jurisdiction, not just the theory. For example, in Mexico, although arbitral awards are stated to be enforceable, the process of executing an award can take so long that the process can be impractical. Arbitrating cross-border disputes is a common practice facilitated by the 1958 New York Convention. However, there are some countries that have adopted requirements, whether formal or practical, that impact parties’ decision on where and whether to arbitrate. As just one example, in the six Gulf Cooperation Council countries, an arbitral award is much easier to enforce if that award was rendered after a proceeding conducted within the GCC (for example, at the DIFC LCIA Arbitration Centre, under the auspices of the Dubai International Financial Centre – London Court of International Arbitration).

2. Third-Party Beneficiary issues

Although many common law jurisdictions have abolished the rule on privity of contract, it remains the case in many jurisdictions that a person cannot enforce a contract to which it is not a party. As a result of this, a franchisor should not assume that it will have the right to bring proceedings based on a franchise agreement against its master franchisee’s franchisee, and will need to consider practical workarounds, on a case by case basis.

3. Guarantees

It is often the case that although a corporate or personal guarantee may include foreign governing law or dispute forums, in practice, it becomes particularly difficult to enforce a guarantee in that case. This can be because guarantees, particularly those given by individuals, are subject to strict public policy considerations.

---


158 This scope of this paper does not extend to an in-depth analysis of international arbitration. The topic has been extensively covered in other programs conducted at the ABA Forum on Franchising as well as the IBA/IFA Joint Conference on Franchising. See, e.g., Ronald K. Garner, Jr. et al., Dispute Resolution International Style, ABA Forum on Franchising 2012.

159 Canadian provinces and most Australian States and territories still require privity of contract.

160 Privity was abolished in the UK in the Contract (Third Parties) Act 1999, in New Zealand in the Contracts (Privity) Act 1982, also in the Australian jurisdictions of Western Australia in the Property Law Act 1969 (section 11 (WA), Queensland in section 55 of the Property Law Act 1974 (Qld) and the Northern Territory in section 56 of the Law of Property Act 2000 (NT), but in no other Australian state or territory.)
In Russia, as a practical matter, enforcing a guarantee written in English, governed by non-Russian law, and entered into by a Russian citizen or a Russian company is often problematic, time-consuming, and cost-ineffective. As a result of this, Russian law is the recommended choice of law if the guarantor is a Russian resident with assets located in Russia. In such a situation, the guarantee would be enforceable as both a legal and practical matter.

Under the Civil Code for the United Arab Emirates, a creditor should pursue against a guarantor within six months after a debt that has become due or possibly have the debt discharged. However, UAE courts have applied the law differently. The Abu Dhabi Supreme Court found that six month enforcement period did not apply in commercial transactions (particularly where the beneficiary is a bank or financial institutions) and instead imposed a ten year enforcement period. In contrast, the Dubai Court of Cassation held that a guarantee was a civil obligation for which Article 1092 applied; meaning that the creditor had six month from the due date of payment to collect.

Under Chinese foreign exchange regulations, Chinese individuals cannot provide security interests (such as guarantee, mortgage, pledge, etc.) to foreign parties and Chinese companies must meet strict requirements in order to provide security to foreign parties.

Under Russian law guarantors may be banks, lenders or insurance companies. Other companies or private individuals may not provide corporate or personal guarantees.

D. Enforceability of termination rights

It is to be expected, and is commonly the case, that franchise laws include limits on when and how a franchisor can terminate a franchise agreement. In some cases, they will limit a termination right to repeated or material breaches. Others will require a minimum notice or cure period, with limited exceptions.

In other cases, it will not be sufficient to terminate in accordance with the contract or a specific franchise law, so that a court sanction may be required. One example of this is in Mexico, where a notice of termination of the franchise agreement is not enough to have the agreement terminated. In certain cases, a judicial declaration may be needed in order to

161 Article 1092 of the Civil Code (U.A.E.).


163 Id.

164 For example, in S. Korea, a cure period of no less than two (2) months is required and written notice at least twice stating that the franchisor will terminate the Agreement unless the breach is corrected. Fair Franchise Transactions Act, Act No. 6704 of May 13, 2002 (as amended by Law No. 8630 of Aug. 3, 2007) art. 14(1).

officially terminate a franchise agreement. The notice of termination serves as evidence, but it is itself ineffective to terminate.

Ordinarily, as soon as a franchisee has been lawfully terminated (or, in the case of some countries, where it has been sanctioned by a court) the franchisor would then be free to appoint another franchisee. This is not so in Indonesia, where another step is required. Indonesia requires any disputes to be settled by the parties or a final court judgment to be obtained before the franchisor appoints a new franchisee in the same area.  

Finally, franchisors should bear in mind that in jurisdictions where agreements need to be registered, the fact that the agreement has terminated may need to be notified. An example of this is Russia, which requires a termination (but not an expiration) to be registered.

E. Non-Renewal

One of the most concerning aspects of franchising regulation, both within the United States and internationally, is a trend of limiting a franchisor's rights (or providing a franchisee with additional rights) if the agreement is to expire and will not be extended or renewed. No jurisdiction mandates a renewal in all cases. In the jurisdictions outside the U.S. which deal with non-renewal, a breach by a franchisee will always enable a contract to expire without any further obligation on the franchisor, and notice and/or a waiver of any post-term non-compete will often do so.

For example, in Russia and Lithuania applicable laws require a franchisor to offer a new contract to an expiring franchisee on terms that are no more onerous than the original agreement, unless the franchisee was in breach – but that requirement applies only if the franchisor seeks to grant new franchises in the franchisee's territory within the three years after termination or expiration of the franchise agreement. This requirement does not prevent the franchisor from itself operating in the former franchisee's territory.

In Malaysia, a franchisee that did not breach its franchise agreement is entitled to extend its franchise term on conditions that are "similar or not less favourable" if the franchisee applies for an extension at least six months before the term expires. In addition, it is an offense to refuse to renew "without compensation" after considering the diminution of the value of the

---


167 Minister of Trade Regulation No. 53/M-DAG/PER/8/2012, art. 8. This is referred to as the "clean break" requirement.

168 See Russian GK arts. 1035, 1037.

169 Russian GK art. 1035(2).

170 L.C.C., art. 6.774 (Lith.).

171 Franchise Act 1998, § 34 (Malay.).
franchised business caused by the expiration, unless the franchisee has been given at least six month' notice of the non-renewal or the post-term non-compete is agreed to be waived.\textsuperscript{172}

Similarly, South Korea entitles a Franchisee to a renewal if the request is made between 90 to 180 days before the expiration of the franchise agreement, unless the franchisor has a justifiable reason (such as breach).\textsuperscript{173} Also, a franchisee’s right to request renewal of the franchise agreement may be exercised if the total period of the franchise agreement, including its initial period, does not exceed ten years. The franchise agreement is deemed to be renewed under the same terms and conditions of the original agreement if: (a) the franchisor fails to give notice of refusal on a permitted ground within 15 days from the date it receives the request of renewal; (b) between the period of 90 to 180 days prior to the expiration of the agreement the franchisor fails to provide written notice of any changes in the terms and conditions; or (c) between the period of 90 to 180 days prior to the expiration of the agreement the franchisor fails to provide written notice that it is not willing to renew the franchise agreement.\textsuperscript{174} Unlike the case of other jurisdictions, in South Korea this right to renew does not arise if the total franchise term has exceeded 10 years.\textsuperscript{175}

Brazil does not regulate non-renewal as such, but if a franchisor elects not to renew, it could be required to compensate the franchisee if the term was insufficient in light of the investments made by the franchisee.\textsuperscript{176}

Under exposure draft changes to Australia’s “Franchising Code”, if implemented, a post-term restraint clause will have no affect after the agreement ends if the franchisee (i) was not in breach; (ii) sought to renew the franchise agreement on substantially the same terms; and (iii) was not granted a renewal or compensation for non-renewal.\textsuperscript{177}

In other cases, if a franchisor directly or indirectly represents to a franchisee that it will be renewed, courts may require the franchisor to do so.

V. CONCLUSION

International franchising provides a host of challenges (clearly not all covered here) throughout the lifecycle of a franchise agreement. In their native land, practitioners may experience challenges, such as pre-sale disclosure or registration issues, only to find that the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{172} Id. § 32.
  \item \textsuperscript{173} Fair Franchise Transactions Act, Act No. 6704 of May 13, 2002 (\textit{as amended by} Law No. 8630 of Aug. 3, 2007) art. 13(1) (S. Korea).
  \item \textsuperscript{174} Id. art. 13(4).
  \item \textsuperscript{175} Id. art. 13(2).
  \item \textsuperscript{176} LUIZ HENRIQUE O. DO AMARAL ET AL., INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SALES LAWS, BRAZIL 20 (Andrew P. Loewinger & Michael K. Lindsey eds., ABA Publishing 2011).
\end{itemize}
same issues arise – in nuanced form – in cross border transactions because of a particular registration requirement or market study. Often, lawyers get involved in the beginning of the transaction to guide the due diligence and conduct legal review to identify the impediments to the deal. These challenges may be impediments arising from a country’s laws, political or social policies, or commercial customs – all of which may impact the local business partner or be reflected in regulatory standards such as those that would impose a set term or limit the royalty stream.

Often overlooked, however, are challenges that can be found outside the bounds of “franchise law,” as well as those that arise long after the agreement is signed and the relationship is in its operational phase. Experienced local counsel can help the parties foresee the pitfalls that may befall the operational phase of the agreement, such as where regulations impede the payment of royalty fees, limit the purchase of supplies unless from a local supplier, inhibit marketing to certain customers, or restrict working in certain areas. Of course, when the relationship lifecycle comes to an end, franchisors will also need to be aware of the time limits of guarantees, enforceability limitations of non-competes, termination provisions or requirements of renewing the franchise agreement, as well as real-world questions – such as whether injunctive relief is available as a practical matter.

Unique issues make international franchising risky and challenging. These issues challenge a practitioner’s conventional legal understanding and expand their competencies. They also force franchisors to broaden their mindset and restructure their business approach in order to excel in new regions. But for all of these issues, international franchising, with the guidance of experienced counsel in the franchisor’s home jurisdiction working in conjunction with expert local counsel, present companies with enormous opportunities that can lead to global brand recognition and increased revenue streams.
Attachment A: Threshold Due Diligence Issues

1. The Franchising Environment
   1.1 Is franchising permitted?
   1.2 Are there pre-conditions to advertising for franchisees, meeting with a prospect, taking a deposit, or entering into a letter of intent?
   1.3 Is the intended structure permitted, in light of the nationality and experience of the franchisor and franchisee entity? Will local laws permit or require local equity participation? Is another structure preferable due to local laws or liabilities?
   1.4 Are there pre-conditions to franchising (e.g. registration of trademark, registration of franchise, disclosure to potential franchisee)? When are these required? How long do they take?
   1.5 Is there any ongoing disclosure requirement?
   1.6 Are financial performance representations permitted? Required?
   1.7 Could the franchise be regulated as an agency? A multi-level marketing scheme? An employment relationship? Can this be avoided?
   1.8 Do local laws impact the term, renewal or termination of a franchise agreement? Do local laws require compensation to an expired or terminated franchisee?
   1.9 Do execution formalities apply to the agreement?
   1.10 What will local law require or prohibit in the franchise agreement? Will it require the local language?

2. Brand Issues
   2.1 Can the franchisor's products be sold in the country at all? As formulated? As branded?

3. Financial Issues
   3.1 What are the local tax consequences to the franchisor of the payments it will receive? Will these change depending on where it provides services? Where the agreement is executed?
   3.2 Are there any barriers to (or conditions or limitations on) repatriation of funds?
   3.3 Would local quotas, tariffs or duties apply to the importation of the franchisor's products?
4. **Enforcement Issues**

4.1 Will local courts recognize and enforce a foreign judgement or arbitral award?

4.2 Is injunctive relief available locally?

4.3 Will local foreign investment laws impact the franchisor's ability to take over a terminated franchisee's business?

4.4 Could local immigration laws prevent or delay the franchisor's staff from working in-country?
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